Short fiber reinforced metal matrix composites ( SFRMMC ) were found to be attractive due to the high strength and stiffness, availability and processability at modest cost, machinability and workability, low weight, high temperature serviceability, and microstructure stability . Among the ( SFRMMC ), the aluminum alloys reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers represent an interesting class. They showed an improvement in strength, stiffness, fatigue and creep of fifty to one hundred percent over unreinforced alloys. A complete understanding of the mechanisms of strengthening and fracture in this class of composites have not yet been established, and a continued detailed studies are required. In the present study the residual thermal stress and strain patterns in the SiC (w) / 6061 Al composites were found to be nonuniform with compressive stresses in the whisker and tensile stresses in the matrix having higher values at the interface and peak values at the whisker end corners, leading to enhanced dislocation generation.
. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY
SFRMMC were found to be attractive due to the high strength and stiffness, availability and processability at modest cost, machinability and workability, low weight, high temperature serviceability, microstructure stability and the documented experimental data on their mechanical properties. Among the ( SFRMMC ), the aluminum alloys reinforced with silicon carbide whiskers produced from low cost rice hulls represent an interesting class. They showed an improvement in strength, stiffness, fatigue and creep of fifty to one hundred percent over unreinforced alloys [ 1 ] . The mechanism of residual thermal stresses is one of the most important mechanisms in strengthening metal matrix composites. The assesment of the development and distribution of the residual thermal stresses and their role in the strengthening of these composites is important. The residual thermal stresses are developed during cooling of the composite from the processing or annealing temperatures due to the large mismatch in the coefficients of thermal expansion between the aluminum matrix and the SiC whiskers. Dislocations punched out from whisker ends during cooling relieve part of the * Assis. Prof. of Mechanical engg. . Egyptian Armed Forces, Cairo, EGYPT.
Proceedings of the 7 th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 residual stresses at the interface. The dislocation punching distance was found to be sufficiently large to cover the majority of the matrix with excess dislocations. The dislocations in the matrix of the composite serve as nucleation sites for strengthening precipitates d the aging of the composite and facilitate the attainment of peak matrix hardness at much shorter times than in the unreinforced matrix alloy. Higher level of dislocations density was observed in the matrix of the composite material than in the unreinforced matrix a at the allo y 2 1.
Arsenault and Fisher [ 3 observed a dislocation density of (1-4) x 10 1° (cm-2)
interface of both fiber and platelet SiC / 6061 Al composites, and decreases with the distance away from the fibers. Arsenault [ 4 ] observed that the level of the strengthening effect of fiber and platelet SiC in aluminum alloy 6061 matrix, was much greater than that predicted a high by the continuum mechanics theories. Vogelsang et al. [ 5 ] , using (HVEM), ob dislocation density of at least 10 13 (cm-2 ), decorated with fine precipitates, in the matrix of annealed whisker and platelet SiC / Al composites at the interface. Control specimens without SiC didn't show dislocations on cooling except at a few large precipitate particles. The quench experiments conducted by Derby and Walker [ 6 ] on SiC particulate / Al composites suggest a significant contribution to the strengthening from dislocation generation. As mentioned, the interfacial bond between SiC whiskers and aluminum matrix which contribute to the strength and toughness of the composite is provided by the frictional stresses at the interface which depend on the residual stresses, [ 7 ] . Shi et al. [ 8 ] indicated that the strengthening of whisker reinforced SiC / Al composite was due mainly to the thermally induced matrix work hardening at the tip of the whisker. Dutta et al. [ 9 ] mentioned that for discontinuous SiC whisker reinforced Al -matrix composites, residual stresses were found to significantly affect each of the operative strengthening mechanisms and hence the composite properties. Ho and Saigal [ 10 ] found that in casting of SiC /Al particulate-reinforced composites, the matrix undergoes significant plastic deformation during cool down and has higher residual stress distribution as the cooling rate increases. In addition, the presence of thermally induced residual stresses tends to decrease the apparent modulus of elasticity and increase the yield strength of the composites .
COMMENTS AND

MODEL DESCRIPTION
Several notes concerning the previous models can be drawn : a -The fiber shape was simplified by a sphere, ellipsoid or an infinitely long cylinder. b -In most analyses, simple cases of composites were considered and simple models based on Eshelby's equivalent inclusion method were used , considering a single isotropic inclusion embedded in an infinite matrix, thus ignoring the transverse isotropy of the fibers and the interaction between them, and valid only for very small volume fraction of the fibers. c -Only very few works using three -dimensional thermal stress analysis were performed . d -One of two hypothetical concepts was usually used in the prection of the residualunifo stresses rm The first is the transformation strain applied to the inclusio di n due to an assumed plastic deformation of the matrix. The second is the Somigliana dislocations at the matrixfiber interface introduced to accommodate the misfit of thermal expansion coefficients of the matrix and the fiber. e -Only the stress at a point on the surface of the fiber was predicted and the stress allover the Proceedings of the 7 th ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 SM-3 :165 I fiber was assumed to be the same. f -In most cases , only average stress in the matrix in the region just around the fiber was predicted. g -The development of residual stresses during cooling was not attempted . h -No attempt was made to include the heat transfer phase which is very important since it encounter thermal properties like the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the composite together with the mass density. Instead , a uniform temperature change was assumed.
In the present study the residual thermal stresses developed during cooling from the annealing or processing temperatures for whisker SiC/ 6061 Al alloy composites, for a wide range of whiskers contents and aspect ratios, are predicted. The analysis is performed on continuum mechanics bases, with the aid of a powerful non-linear fmite element code [ 11 , in the meso-scale of a representative unit cell of the composite including one or more inclusions (order of microns). The hexagonal cross-section of the SiC whiskers is simplified by a square cross-section which is more realistic than the circular cross-section used in all the previous studies ( Fig. 1, 2 ). The Structure of the unit cell allows the interaction between whiskers to be accounted for, hence the critical areas of the load transfer and dislocations generation to be mapped. The whiskers are treated as transversely isotropic elastic while the matrix is isotropic elastic -plastic with isotropic hardening behavior. The analysis is three -dimensional and allows the bulk distribution of stresses and strains allover the matrix and the whiskers to be predicted. Transient heat transfer analysis is included in the prediction of the thermal residual stresses, this is important for the accurate prediction of the temperature distribution and history. The average cell dimensions are calculated based on the data given by Arsenault [ 4 and Nieh [ 12 ] for SiC whisker reinforced 6061 Al alloy composites. It was reported that the SiC whiskers derived from the rice hulls are mainly 5 crystalline structure (cubic) with very small amount of a crystalline structure (hexagonal) present. The whiskers were nonuniformly distributed in the matrix but almost perfectly aligned with their major axes along the extrusion direction. The average cross-section is assumed to be 0.5 x 0.5 (microns), and different whisker lengths 0.9 , 2 , 4 , 6 , 7 (microns) are considered. The whiskers overlap ratio is assumed to be (2/3) and different whiskers weight percents 20 , 25 , 30 , 40 are considered and corresponding volume fractions are calculated. The dimensions of the average cell are calculated for different weight fractions and aspect ratios.
Because of the symmetry in the average cell about the three coordinate planes passing through the origin in the center and about the two diagonal planes , only a representative fraction of the average cell can be used in the analysis (Fig. 3) . A mesh used in the finite element analysis is shown in Figure 4 where the most accurate 20 -nodes and 15 -nodes quadratic displacement bricks are used A central average unit cell , located in the center of the specimen , is considered since the analysis for an arbitrarily located unit cell is rather complicated . A perfect bonding between the matrix and the whisker is assumed based on the results of Flom and Arsenault [ 13 ] who reported a value of 1690 (Mpa) for the interfacial bond strength which is 40 times higher than the yield strength of the annealed 6061 Al alloy . The matrix is assumed to be free of voids .
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The analysis consists of a transient heat transfer analysis followed by a thermal stress analysis The temperature distribution with time recorded during heat transfer analysis is then used as an input to the thermal stress analysis .
TRANSIENT HEAT TRANSFER ANALYSIS
The analysis is based on the energy balance . Equations are derived for the nodal temperature history through the time integration using backward difference algorithm and applying a modified Newton method for the solution of the nonlinear equations . The program uses automatic time stepping to choose the time increment . The temperature history is saved and is used as loading in the thermal stress analysis . Figure 5 shows the extruded composite specimen as reported by Nieh [ 12 ] and Nardone [ 14] . The mass densities of 6061 Al alloy and SiC whiskers are brought from [ 15 ] , [ 16 ] . The composite density for different SiC weight fractions is calculated . The specific heat and thermal conductivity of both 6061 Al alloy and SiC whiskers [ 16 ] , [ 17 ] are considered . The specific heat and thermal conductivity of the composite are calculated for different SiC weight fractions .
The specimen is initially at a temperature of 450 ° C (.842 ° F ) ( annealing temperature ) .
Cooling is assumed to take place by free convection in the air at 21 ° C ( 70° F ) (room temperature ) . The film coefficients (coefficients of heat transfer from the specimen surfaces ) are calculated using the specimen dimensions , the mentioned temperatures and the tables and the procedures outlined by Incropera [ 18 ] .
Modeling of heat transfer phase is done on the scale of the specimen dimensions to include the heat transfer from the surfaces of the. specimen . Hence it is difficult to include the average cell dimensions in this scale to predict the nodal temperature history . A very small element located at the center of the specimen was chosen to simulate the average cell , and is small enough to predict the same temperature at all nodes . The temperatures from the heat transfer analysis are transferred as loading to the corresponding nodes in the thermal stress analysis .
THERMAL STRESS ANALYSIS
The transient temperature distribution during heat treatment of materials and the effect of the mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between the matrix and the whiskers always result in transient stresses large enough to cause plastic flow during the process , thus residual stresses remain after the treatment is completed . The mechanical and thermal properties of the materials are assumed to be temperature dependent ( [ 15 ] , [ 19 ] and [ 20 ] ).
The transversely isotropic elastic behavior of the whiskers can be expressed by the stressstrain -temperature relations in a rate form , assuming the whiskers to be oriented with their axes in the z -direction : Considering the isotropic behavior of the matrix, it is convenient to decompose the stress and strain tensors, a" and eo , into their mean parts ( 1 3)a-kk and (Y 3 )ea and deviatoric parts, so and e, , since the materials are almost perfectly elastic under hydrostatic stress. The mean strain rate is given by:
where v is Poisson's ratio, E is Young's modulus, a is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, and T is temperature.
The deviatoric strain rate can be expressed as the sum of two parts, elastic and plastic :
the elastic strain rate is given by:
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The plastic stress-strain relations are given by the temperature dependent von Mises yield condition for hardening solids and the associated flow rules. A detailed discussion of plasticity aspects is given by Prager [ 21 ] , [ 22 ] . The yield condition is in the form :
where J, is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and k(T) is the yield stress in simple shear at temperature T. The flow rules associated with this yield condition are :
Introducing a function g(x, y, z) having a value of zero in the plastic state and a value of one elsewhere: i.e.,
Then the stress-strain-temperature relations, equations ( 4.2 -4.4 -4.7 -4.8 ) can be combined into the single relation : 
)-kk
The displacement boundary conditions used are that points on a plane of symmetry are restricted from motion in the direction normal to that plane . The tractions on the parallel faces of the cell are assumed to have zero resultant and zero moment . The stress distribution have zero resultant along the coordinate directions . The heated specimen is assumed to be initially stress -free at a temperature of 450° C when cooling begins . Because of the very small sizc of the average unit cell , all the points will have the same temperature and the temperature will be only a function of time T ( t ) .
Equations are derived for the time rates of change of the stress components at a time t . These equations express these quantities in terms of the state of stress at time t and the rate of change of the prescribed temperature at that time . The rates of change of the stress components can then be integrated forward to obtain the stress distribution for all times . The above equations together with the boundary , equilibrium and initial conditions and the transient temperature as loading are handled by the ABAQUS program { 11 ] using a step -by -step forward calculation in time to solve for the nodal values of the stresses and strains allover the finite element mesh of the average unit cell .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 6 , 7 show the effective residual stresses ( compressive ) at point C on the whisker surface during cooling for different whiskers weight fractions and aspect ratios . The residual stress at this point, decreases with the increase in whiskers weight fraction . This is because the effect of the thermal expansion mismatch should decrease with the decrease in the matrix material which possesses a large coefficient of linear expansion compared to the whisker. With the increase in the whisker aspect ratio , the residual stress was found to increase due to the increase in the shrh1kage effect of the whisker which is proportional to its length .
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SM-3 170 Figure 8 show the residual stresses distribution after cooling along line CL on the whisker surface. The normal stress components in the coordinate directions were found to be compressive allover the whisker except at the whisker end region where some stress components are tensile , specially at point P and its neighborhood . This may be attributed to the effect of the stress concentration at the corners of the whisker ends . The Mises equivalent ( effective ) stress decreases toward the whisker end due to the whisker shrinkage effees and attains its minimum near the whisker end . The maximum value is attained at the corners of the whisker end ( point L) due to the stress concentration at these sharp square corners .
Figures 9 , 10 show the effective residual stresses ( tensile ) at point L on the matrix surface during cooling for different whiskers weight fractions and aspect ratios . A decrease in the residual stress is observed with the increase in whiskers weight fraction due to the decrease of the effect of thermal expansion mismatch with the decrease of the matrix material . A slight change in the residual stress is observed with the change of the whiskers aspect ratio . The developed residual stresses at this point are shown to exceed the matrix yield strength and yielding of the matrix starts early during cooling (371 -399 C ), leading to dislocations generation . Figure 11 shows the distribution of residual stresses along line CX in the matrix after cooling . The stress component normal to the interface is compressive while the other two normal components are tensile except at few locations around the whisker end where all the stress components are either tensile or compressive . . This fluctuation is due to the stress concentration at the whisker, .end corners , the mutual interaction between the matrix and whisker and the interaction among whiskers . More details about this fluctuation can be obtained by mesh refinement ,.although Mises distribution doesn't show any abrupt change . The Mises equivalent ( effective ) stress exceeds the matrix yield strength (55.2 MPa) allover the interface and in the whisker end region , leading to dislocations generation , and is slightly decreasing in the direction CX with a peak value of (89.7 MPa) at the whisker end , point L , due to the stress concentration there . Figure 12 shows the residual stresses distribution along line GO after cooling , where the stress in the matrix (line GC) is tensile , while in the whisker (line CO) is compressive . The Mises equivalent (effective) stress in the matrix has a peak value of about (69 MPa) (exceeding the matrix yield strength ) at the interface (point C) and decreases away from the whisker . In the whisker , the Mises equivalent (effective) stress has a peak value of about (345 MPa) on the surface (point C) and decreases toward the whisker axis . Figure 13 shows a schematic of the residual stress distribution in the 6061 Al matrix and the SiC whiskers reported by Arsenault and Taya [ 23 ] from the theoretical calculations based on the Eshelby's equivalent inclusion model [ 24 ] for ellipsoidal inclusions . The trend of the distribution of the residual stresses agrees with the present predictions . Figure 14 shows the Mises equivalent residual plastic strain distribution along line CX in the matrix after cooling where a peak , of about 6 % of the matrix strain to failure , is predicted at point L in the whisker end region due to the stress concentration there , giving rise to high dislocation density , and the possibility of interfacial void nucleation and crack initiation .
Proceedings the 71 ' ASAT Conf. 13-15 May 1997 is 3 171 Figure 15 shows the Mises equivalent residual plastic strain distribution along line GC after cooling where a peak , of about 4 % of the matrix strain to failure , is predicted at point C on the interface and decreases away from it which agrees with the stress distribution and explains the enhanced dislocations density at the interface .
Figures 16 , 17 illustrate the Mises equivalent (effective) residual stress contours in plane GOIQ in the matrix and whisker , respectively , after cooling . In the matrix , high stress is predicted at the interface and decreasing away from it . A peak value for the stress is predicted at the whisker end corner , point L , due to the stress concentration there . In the whisker , high stress is predicted at the whisker surface and decreases toward the whisker axis . Also the stress decreases away from line CO but a peak value is predicted at the corner L due to the stress concentration there , and minimum value is predicted at the region near the whisker end In these figures and the subsequent figures the actual proportions of the matrix and whiskers dimensions are not used , for the sake of viewing more details of the stress and strain patterns Figures 18 (a ,b) show the Mises equivalent residual plastic strain contours and distribution , respectively , in plane GOIQ in the matrix , after cooling . The whole pattern around a single whisker is shown in Figure 19 . High plastic strain is predicted at the interface and decrease away from it . A peak value , of about 6 % of the matrix strain to failure , is predicted at the corner L due to the stress concentration there . This explains the enhanced dislocations density at the interface and the whisker end , and the crack initiation and void nucleation at the whisker end . Figure 20 shows the Mises equivalent residual plastic strain contours in plane HOIA in the matrix , after cooling . High plastic strains are predicted at the interfacis and the whiskers corners with a peak value , of about 5 % of the matrix strain to failure , in the area between whiskers . These locations are the expected areas of high dislocations density . Figure 21 shows the predicted contours of the effective residual stress in the matrix normalized by the room temperature yield strength of 6061 aluminum (283 MPa) , the contours of the effective residual plastic strain in the matrix and contours of the residual axial stress (in MPa) in the SiC whisker , reSpectively , reported by Povirk et al. [ 25 . The trend of the distribution of residual stresses and strains in the matrix and the whisker is in agreement with the present prediction . Figure 22 ( [ 26 ] ) shows a part of the effect of the residual stresses in strengthening the composite , which is the part due to work hardening of the composite by the residual plastic strains . The predicted stress-strain curves for the composite , including residual stresses , are above those for the composite without including residual stresses . For the composite including residual stresses , the compression curve is above the tensile curve due to the tensile residual stresses in the matrix . aging of the composite . This strengthening effect can not be predicted by continuum mechanics theories , but it can be observed experimentally as clear from the figure.
The work of Shi et al. [ 8 ] is displayed in Figure 24 . The stress-strain curves of a 20 vol. % SiCW / Al composite with and without thermal history together with that of the annealed 6061 Al are shown. It was found that there is a 50 % increase in the strength of the composit... with increasing AT .
The work of Dutta et al. [ 9 ] is given in Figure 25 . Contours of constant Von-Mises effective stress in 10 vol.% SiC"" / 6061 Al composite due to thermal residual stresses, are shown . A large plastic zone ( cre ff 275 MPa ) is observed in the matrix adjacent to the fiber, and some stress concentration evident at the corner of the fiber .
CONCLUSIONS
From the present study several important points can be drawn : 1 -The residual stress and strain patterns in the composite are non uniform due to the mutual interaction between the matrix and whiskers the interaction among the whiskers and the presence of severe stress concentration regions at the whisker corners . 2 -The residual stress in the whisker is compressive with higher values on the surface decreasing toward the whisker axis and toward the whisker ends . The peak value of the effective residual stress is predicted at the corners of the whiskers due to the stress concentration . At the whisker end region , some stress components were found to be tensile due to the severe stress concentration at the corners . The minimum value of the effective stress is predicted at the region near the whisker end . 3 -The residual stresses in the matrix are less affected by the change in the whiskers weight fraction and aspect ratio . High tensile residual stresses in the matrix are predicted at the interface and decrease away from the whisker . These stresses exceed the matrix yield strength so that plastic deformation will take place leading to enhanced dislocations generation . The stress component normal to the interface is compressive while the other two normal components are tensile except at few locations around the whisker end where all the stress components are either tensile or compressive . This is due to the effect of the stress concentration at the sharp square corners of the whisker ends and also due to the mutual interaction between the matrix and whiskers and the interaction among the whiskers . The effective residual stress at the matrix interface is slightly decreasing toward the whisker end with a peak value at the sharp corners at the whisker end due to the stress concentration . High residual stresses were also predicted in the core of the matrix leading to regions of dislocations generation . 5 -The distribution of the Mises equivalent residual plastic strain in the matrix shows higher values at the interface with a peak , of about 6 % of the matrix strain to failure , at the whisker end corners due to the stress concentration there .
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